Screening and identification of differentially expressed genes from chickens infected with Newcastle disease virus by suppression subtractive hybridization.
Newcastle disease is an important viral infectious disease caused by Newcastle disease virus (NDV), which leads to severe economic losses in the poultry industry worldwide. The molecular mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of NDV and the host-directed antiviral responses remain poorly understood. In this study, we screened and identified the differentially expressed transcripts from chicken spleen 36 h post NDV infection using suppression subtractive hybridization (SSH). From the SSH library, we obtained 140 significant differentially expressed sequence tags (ESTs), which could be divided into three categories: high homology genes (58), high homology ESTs (62) and novel ESTs (20). The 58 high homology genes could be grouped into nine clusters based on the best known function of their protein products, which involved signalling transduction (HSPC166, PDE7B, GRIA4, GARNL1), transcriptional regulation (ANP32A, LOC423724, SATB1, QKI, ETV6), cellular molecular dynamics (MYLK, MYO7A, DCTN6), cytoskeleton (LAMA4, LAMC1, COL4A1), stress response (DNAJC15, CIRBP), immune response (TIA1, TOX, CMIP), metabolism (RPS15A, RPL32, GLUT8, CYPR21, DPYD, LOC417295), oxidation-reduction (TXN, MSRB3, GCLC), and others. In addition, we found that the 20 novel ESTs provide a clue for the discovery of some new genes associated with infection. In summary, our findings demonstrate previously unrecognized changes in gene transcription that are associated with NDV infection in vivo, and many differentially expressed genes identified in the study clearly merit further investigation. Our data provide new insights into better understanding the molecular mechanism of host-NDV interaction.